EAST MEETS WEST FORUM
How can we blend the best of both worlds?
THURSDAY 7 SEPTEMBER 2017

FORUM OVERVIEW
Australians are passionate consumers of complementary
medicine, spending $4.7 billion annually on a wide range of
products and therapies.
However, there is ongoing debate about the effectiveness and
safety of complementary medicine and its role in healthcare.
At tonight’s forum our panel of speakers will compare
Eastern vs Western concepts, discuss the growing use of
complementary medicine in Australia, plus share the latest
research on how complementary therapies may be integrated
with conventional medicine to support the treatment of illness
and disease.
The forum has been organised by Pathfinders, a collectivegiving group who support innovative cancer research projects.
Pathfinders would like to thank Westpac for kindly supporting
tonight’s event.

COMPLEMENTARY MEDICINE IN AUSTRALIA
•

7 out of 10 people in Australia use complementary
medicine.

•

Australians spent $4.7 billion on complementary
medicine in 2016.

•

Australian companies export complementary
medicines to 84 countries across world. The top
export markets are Hong Kong & China (55%), then
South Korea (10.5%) and New Zealand (10%).
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•

Exports have doubled in the past three years.

•

Best-selling products in Australia: Multivitamins,
Fish/Krill/Omega 3 oil, Calcium, CoQ10.

•

The industry employs 12,700 people with an
annual wages bill of $960 million.
Source: Complementary Medicines Australia Industry Audit –
released August 2017.
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SPEAKER BIOGRAPHIES
Distinguished Professor Jon Adams

Dr Joanna Harnett

ARC Professorial Future Fellow. Distinguished
Professor of Public Health and Director, ARCCIM,
Faculty of Health • University of Technology Sydney

Associate Lecturer (Complementary
Medicines), Faculty of Health • University
of Sydney

Professor Adams is a world-leading public health and
health services researcher focused upon self-care, informal
health care and traditional, complementary, integrative and
indigenous medicine use and practice.

Dr Harnett holds a Doctoral, Masters and Bachelor’s degree
in Health Science majoring in Complementary Medicine. She
holds a full-time teaching and research position with the
University of Sydney’s Faculty of Pharmacy.

Professor Adams currently leads 30 national and
international research projects and his work provides
practice and policy insights in areas such as chronic
illness care, healthy ageing, indigenous health, the health
of vulnerable communities, rural health and a number of
global health challenges.

Following 15 years of clinical practice as a naturopath in
an integrative medicine centre and completing a PhD in
nutritional pharmacology in 2013, Dr Harnett turned her
focus to teaching and research with a view to fostering the
appropriate and safe use of evidence-based Complementary
Medicine and developing high quality professionally relevant
education.

Professor Jerome Sarris
Deputy Director, NICM • Western Sydney
University

Jerome Sarris is Professor of Integrative Mental Health and
Deputy Director of the NICM integrative medicine research
institute at Western Sydney University. He holds an NHMRC
Clinical Research Fellowship, in addition to an honorary
position at the University of Melbourne, Department of
Psychiatry as a Principal Research Fellow.
Professor Sarris moved from clinical practice as a
Naturopath, Nutritionist and Acupuncturist to academic
work, and completed a doctorate in the field of psychiatry.
He has a particular interest in anxiety and mood disorder
research pertaining to integrative medicine, nutraceutical
psychopharmacology and psychotropic plant medicines, and
lifestyle medicine.

Susan Gallagher
Oncology Acupuncturist, Wellness Clinic
• The Kinghorn Cancer Centre

Susan’s career started in Dublin where she trained as
a naturopath and acupuncturist and took a position in
two leading health clinics. Upon returning to Sydney she
completed a degree in Traditional Chinese Medicine and
was selected to assist Dr Oh in the Radiation Oncology
Department at the Royal North Shore Hospital, studying
the efficacy of acupuncture on the side effects of
oncology treatment.
Susan is currently completing a Master’s degree on the
effects of acupuncture on hot flushes in women with
breast cancer.

Anthia Koullouros
Naturopath, Herbalist, Author, Educator
• Ovvio Organics

Sana Qadar
Forum Moderator

Sana is a television and radio journalist who for the past
decade has lived in Toronto, Washington DC, New Delhi,
London, Doha and Beijing and has worked with major
broadcasters including the BBC, Al Jazeera English, CTV
(Canadian Television) and CRI (China Radio International).
She is currently a reporter on SBS Small Business Secrets.
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Anthia is the founder & CEO of Ovvio Organics and is
determined to make good health simple. Using handblended, certified organic teas, liquid herbal tonics and
elixirs and refreshingly honest nutrition advice, Anthia has
helped clients become well and happy for over 23 years.
Anthia began consulting as a naturopath, herbalist and
organic food, health and lifestyle educator in 1994
and then in 2004 opened Ovvio The Organic Health &
Lifestyle Store and Naturopathic Clinic. Today, Anthia is
intent on bringing good health to the world. Proving that
great nutrition and lifestyle can be a simple fact of life –
embedded in the everyday.
PATHFINDERS

Pathfinders
Pathfinders is a collective-giving group whose members
pool their donations to support early-stage cancer research
projects. The group’s goal is to kick-start research projects by
donating seed funding to help a scientist take a concept into
the lab to evaluate it and create a research pathway.
Supporters make a monthly $25 tax-deductible donation to the
group’s pool account.

Our focus for 2017-2019 is to support cancer researchers at
the Garvan Institute of Medical Research.
Pathfinders is authorised to fundraise for the Garvan Research
Foundation, the Institute’s fundraising arm. All donations to
Pathfinders are fully tax-deductible and are processed by
Garvan on our behalf.

www.pathfindersgroup.com.au

Garvan Institute of Medical Research
The Garvan Institute of Medical Research was founded in 1963.
Initially a research department of St Vincent’s Hospital in Sydney,
it is now one of Australia’s largest medical research institutions
with more than 700 scientists, students and support staff.
Garvan’s mission is to make significant contributions to medical
research that will change the directions of science and medicine
and have major impacts on human health.
Garvan strives to enhance and develop research programs that
combine fundamental science with strong clinical interactions.

www.garvan.org.au
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OUR NEXT EVENT

THE ART OF

SCIENCE

NOVEMBER 2017

How do Garvan scientists deliver breakthrough medical research?
Join us for a night of art and science as we chat with two researchers
about their careers, projects, challenges and achievements. Enjoy fine
food, wine, conversation and an art exhibition.

THIS EVENT IS PROUDLY SUPPORTED BY

Westpac is Australia’s first bank with a range of innovative
financial packages to support your personal, business or
corporate banking needs.

www.westpac.com.au

True Pictures is a digital content creative company
specialising in financial markets and the non-profit sector.

www.truepictures.com.au

STAY IN TOUCH
Subscribe to our monthly newsletter via our
website: www.pathfindersgroup.com.au.
Like us on facebook to see the event photos:
facebook.com/pathfinderssydney
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If you would like to learn more about what we
do, please contact us:
www.pathfindersgroup.com.au.
info@pathfindersgroup.com.au
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